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Introduction  
This policy outlines how Sports Therapy UK will handle any complaints and provides you with details of the 

process involved. Sports Therapy UK will not investigate a complaint where another policy exists for dealing 

with the subject of the complaint. For example, if you wish to appeal against an exam or assessment result, 

this is dealt with under our Appeals Procedure Policy which is also available on our website. 

 

Complaints about Sports Therapy UK  
The following gives details of how to proceed if you wish to complain to SPORTS THERAPY UK. If you are 

looking to make a complaint about the conduct of SPORTS THERAPY UK in relation to our status as an 

approved training centre for VTCT, please refer to Appendix B and the appropriate section below. 

How to complain 
Firstly, you may raise and discuss any issues with a member of staff responsible for that service and if 

required, you can request that they attempt to resolve the matter.  

If at this stage, you are either not satisfied, or you pursue the matter further, you may write to SPORTS 

THERAPY UK,  elevating this to a formal complaint and accordingly, you may initiate our formal complaints 

policy. To make a formal complaint email tim@sportstherapyuk.com with the following:  

• details of the complaint (including what it is about and how it happened);  

• your contact details (name, telephone number and email address);  

• how you would like to see the complaint resolved; we (SPORTS THERAPY UK) will deal with your 

complaint following the procedure given in Appendix A.  

If, after you have followed and exhausted SPORTS THERAPY UK’s complaints policy and would like to take 

your complaint further, you may be able to escalate your complaint to VTCT for whom we are an approved 

training provider. However, not every complaint should go to VTCT. 

 

Complaining to VTCT about SPORTS THERAPY UK 
You can complain to VTCT if you feel that SPORTS THERAPY UK has done something wrong and you haven’t 

been able to resolve this through their complaints policy. VTCT can only deal with complaints, once you have 

completed the SPORTS THERAPY UK complaints policy and the nature of the complaint concerns the conduct 

of SPORTS THERAPY UK as an approved VTCT training centre – see Appendix B.  
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Appendix A:  

Procedure for complaints 

1. Complaint logged, acknowledged, and allocated for review. (5 working days) 

2. Allocated person responsible reviews complaint and responds to the complainant. (20 working 

days). If a complaint concerns a person representing SPORTS THERAPY UK, they will be excluded 

from reviewing the complaint. 

3. Does complainant wish to appeal decision? Yes (or No - go to No.5) 

4. Director reviews complaint and responds to the complainant. (20 working days) 

5. No, or no response from complainant within 10 working days from SPORTS THERAPY UK response -  

Complaint closed. 

Notes: 

• Timeframes for each step are given in brackets,  

• SPORTS THERAPY UK’s working days are Monday to Friday, excluding bank holidays.  

• If SPORTS THERAPY UK has to change any of the timescales above, we will notify the complainant 

and explain why.  

• SPORTS THERAPY UK will only allocate reviewers who have not been involved in the original 

complaint.  

• Once SPORTS THERAPY UK has closed the complaint this is SPORTS THERAPY UK’s final response on 

the matter. 

 

Appendix B:  

When to complain to SPORTS THERAPY UK. 

If your complaint concerns 

• the behaviour of any member of staff; 

• the effective delivery of training and assessment; 

• the way you are taught or trained;  

• the resources/facilities available to you;  

• conducting an internal assessment and/or invigilating external assessment (exams); 

• the support that you receive.  

When to complain to VTCT 

If your complaint concerns 

• an assessment (e.g. if you think that a test has been applied inconsistently; or that you have been 

disadvantaged by an aspect of an assessment; or that your assessor has judged your evidence 

wrongly; or the resources available meant you weren’t able to demonstrate your competence to the 

required standard). 

• SPORTS THERAPY UK’s failure to meet VTCT requirements; VTCT is not able to deal with complaints 

about the wider experience of being a student (e.g. student support services, student facilities, etc).  

 

 

To complain to VTCT, email complaints@vtct.org.uk and request a copy of the VTCT complaints procedure 

document. 
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